Narrowing of the neutron sd-pf shell gap in 29 Na: First in-beam γ-ray spectroscopy
results using TIGRESS at ISAC-II∗
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In the first in-beam γ-ray spectroscopy experiment using TIGRESS at the recently commissioned
ISAC-II facility at TRIUMF, the wave-function composition for the low-lying states in 29 Na was
explored by measuring their electromagnetic properties using the Coulomb-excitation technique. A
beam of 29 Na ions, postaccelerated to 2.41 · A MeV, bombarded a 110 Pd target with a rate of up to
600 particles per second. The TIGRESS γ-ray spectrometer, comprising six 32-fold segmented HPGe
clover detectors, was used to record deexcitation γ rays in coincidence with scattered or recoiling
charged particles detected in a silicon detector, BAMBINO, which is segmented in both the polar and
+
+
azimuthal planes. A value for the reduced transition matrix element |h 52 1 ||E2|| 23 gs i| = 0.237(21) eb
was derived for 29 Na from the measured γ-ray yields for both projectile and target. A comparison
of this experimental result with the most recent large-scale Monte Carlo shell-model calculation
suggests a significant admixture of both sd and pf components in the wave function. Furthermore,
this result implies a narrow sd-pf neutron-shell gap of only ∼ 3 MeV for 29 Na, rather than ∼ 6 MeV
for nuclei in the vicinity of the valley of β stability.
PACS numbers: 21.10.Ky, 23.40.Hc, 25.70.De, 27.30.+t

I.

INTRODUCTION

Since the first observation of the neutron-rich Na isotopes in the region of the N = 20 semi-magic shell closure, identified by Kalpisch et al. in high-energy nuclear reactions [1], their intriguing properties remain the
subject of much ongoing experimental and theoretical
debate. Direct mass measurements by Thibault et al.
later revealed the 31,32 Na isotopes to be more tightly
bound than expected [2] according to conventional shellmodel ordering. A proposed explanation for this surprising result, supported by Hartree-Fock calculations us-
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ing a Skyrme effective interaction, suggested that the
Na isotopes in this mass region have a strong prolate
deformation due to an inverted filling of negative parity νf7/2 orbitals [3], rather than the expected νd3/2 orbitals of the sd shell. It was further revealed through
high-resolution laser spectroscopy [4] that the groundstate spins, magnetic moments, and charge radii of the
neutron-rich 28−31 Na isotopes were found to be consistent with a prolate deformation rather than a nearspherical configuration. Corresponding mass measurements of the neutron-rich Mg isotopes later showed both
31,32
Mg to have anomalously large binding energies [5].
In addition, the remarkably low energy of 885 keV for
the first 2+ state in 32 Mg [6] was a clear signature of
deviation from magicity at N = 20.
Theoretical studies into the binding energies of Z ≈
10 − 12, N ≈ 20 nuclei, demonstrated that such proper-

2
ties could not be understood on the basis of an interaction
with the active orbits constrained to the sd shell-model
space alone [7]. However, an expanded model space including the lower orbits of the pf shell allowing for neutron excitations across the sd-pf shell gap was successful
in reproducing the observed trend in binding energies
for the neutron-rich Na and Mg isotopes [8] in a region
far from stability, known as the island of inversion [9],
where intruder pf configurations dominate the groundstate wave function. With a general consensus that nuclei residing in this region of deformation experience enhanced binding energies due to particle-hole excitations
across the sd-pf shell gap, an investigation by Warburton, Becker, and Brown [10] was undertaken in order to
delineate the boundaries of this region. In their work
they cite the strong T = 0 N N interaction [11] as the
principal cause of enhanced deformation, with the narrowing of the ν(sd-pf ) energy gap due to neutron excess
an additional factor. Although their shell-model calculations utilised the full sd-pf model space, the normal
(sd) and intruder (pf ) spaces were diagonalised separately and they found this region limited to nine nuclei
only: 30−32 Ne, 31−33 Na, and 32−34 Mg. However, Monte
Carlo shell model (MCSM) calculations based on the
quantum Monte Carlo diagonalisation method [12] have
since suggested that the boundaries to the island may be
more complex than originally proposed in Ref. [10] when
taking into account the variable mixing between normal
0p0h and intruder 2p2h configurations. Indeed experimental information regarding the electromagnetic properties of low-lying states in nuclei beyond the boundaries
in Ref. [10] has also emerged in recent years confirming
the role of intruder configurations at low spin, for example, in 28 Ne [13], 30 Na [14] and 31 Mg [15].

FIG. 1: Arrangement of the HPGe clovers of the TIGRESS
array around the target chamber at the end of the ISAC-II
beam line at TRIUMF. In this experiment the array comprised six 32-fold segmented clovers. The 110 Pd-target foil
and Si-based BAMBINO are mounted inside the chamber.

The key question therefore arises as to where in a given
isotopic chain does the transition to the island of inversion occur. Compelling evidence suggests that the
N = 18 nucleus 30 Mg is well described within the sd
framework [16], while ground-state properties of neighbouring N = 19 nucleus 31 Mg support a nearly-pure
2p2h intruder configuration [15]. The situation regarding
the Z = 11 Na isotopic chain is somewhat more complicated. The low B(E2) value [14] and small quadrupole
moment [14, 17] of 28 Na can be well understood negating
any cross-shell influence from the pf shell. Conversely
the large B(E2) value and quadrupole moment of 31 Na
is consistent with a pf -intruder dominated ground state,
while cross-shell mixing cannot be ruled out in 30 Na [14].
Recent studies through β − -decay spectroscopy have unraveled the level schemes of 28 Na and 29 Na up to ∼ 3.5
and ∼ 4.2 MeV, respectively [18, 19]. Comparison of
the observed level schemes and β − branching ratios with
shell-model calculations demonstrate the influence of intruder configurations at low energy in 29 Na (although
this interpretation is complicated by a possible 2p-2h
intruder component in the ground state of 29 Ne [20])
but not in 28 Na. Furthermore, the large ground-state
quadrupole moment of 29 Na [17] can only be explained

by considering ∼ 42 % mixing from intruder configurations in the ground state [21]. This intriguing scenario
may be explained by assuming that the last few valence
neutrons do not fill the expected orbitals in accordance
with standard shell-model ordering near stability, but
rather jump to the lower orbitals of the next major pf
shell [21] and it has thus been suggested that 29 Na is
the transition point nucleus to the island of inversion in
the Na isotopic chain [18]. Such a phenomenon implies
that the sd-pf shell gap narrows in 29 Na to an extent
that the energetics are beginning to favour population
of the pf shell, even though the N = 20 shell closure
is not complete. Complex shell-model calculations performed using effective Hamiltonians incorporating the sd
and pf shell-model spaces, including the cross-shell mixing terms, support this hypothesis [12, 21, 22]. The
most recent calculation of 29 Na utilising MCSM techniques with an SDPF-M Hamiltonian [21], based on a
valence shell comprising all the sd-shell orbits and the
two lower orbits of the pf shell and with the effective
charges (ep , en ) = (1.3e, 0.5e), predicts strong mixing between the sd and pf shells at 29 Na (N = 18), while 28 Na

is predicted to have a nearly pure 0p-0h normal sd configuration, and 30 Na a nearly pure 2p-2h intruder pf configuration. The f7/2 p3/2 wave-function admixtures imply
that significant collectivity develops for electromagnetic
transitions between the low-lying positive parity states
in 29 Na.
It is therefore of paramount importance to quantitatively determine shell-gap narrowing effects in 29 Na in
order to assess the role of intruder configurations in the
wave function. A measurement of the reduced transition matrix element would provide valuable insight into
this problem since it is sensitive to nuclear collectivity
through systematic changes in shell-gap strength. This
work tests these predictions for the boundary nucleus
29
Na using sub-barrier Coulomb excitation to excite the
72-keV first-excited state in this nucleus and determine
the E2 matrix element for its decay. In this article we
report the first measurement of the reduced transition
+
+
matrix element h 25 1 ||E2|| 32 gs i for 29 Na, from which the
energy gap between the shells can be inferred.
II.

EXPERIMENT

The energetic beam of 29 Na was obtained as follows.
The radioactive 29 Na atoms were initially produced by
fragmentation in a Ta primary target bombarded by a
500-MeV proton beam, delivered by the TRIUMF cyclotron with an intensity of 70 µA. The 29 Na atoms effusing out of the target were ionised to singly-charged
29
Na+ ions in a Re surface-ion source, separated according to A/q in a magnetic sector field, and steered toward
the room-temperature LINAC, ISAC-I [23], with an RFQinjection energy of 2·A keV and accelerated to 150·A keV.
The delivery of a high-quality radioactive 29 Na+ was permitted through tuning efforts with a stable 58 Ni2+ beam.
The 29 Na+ ions were subsequently stripped to 29 Na5+
ions (A/q = 5.8) and post accelerated to 1.53 · A MeV
by the room-temperature Drift Tube LINAC, ISAC-I. Surviving ions were then transported to the superconducting
LINAC components of ISAC-II [23, 24] via an achromatic
S-bend transfer line, accelerated to a final bombarding
energy of 2.41·A MeV (i.e. total beam energy of 70 MeV),
and delivered to a secondary Coulomb-excitation target
comprising a 2.94 mg/cm2 foil of 110 Pd (97.6 % purity).
The beam intensity on the 110 Pd target was as large as
600 ions/s. Six Compton-suppressed clover-segmented
HPGe detectors of the TIGRESS array [25] were arranged
around the target chamber. Each clover comprises 32fold segmented HPGe detectors coupled with 12-fold segmented modular Compton suppression shields, giving rise
to a total granularity of 192 discrete HPGe elements and
72 suppression elements; the TIGRESS 8-fold front-shield
BGO plates were not mounted in this experiment. The
front of the clover detectors was 11 cm from the target while these detectors subtended a polar laboratory
range from 22.5◦ to 157.5◦ , covering approximately 36 %
of the full solid angle. This arrangement is depicted in
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FIG. 2: Particle-γ coincident, suppressed, random-subtracted
γ-ray energy spectrum observed following ∼ 70 h of beam
on target corresponding to 110 Pd(29 Na,29 Na*) at Ebeam =
70 MeV. The prominent peaks are marked and correspond
+
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1 → 3/2gs transition at 72 keV in
+
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Fig. 1. A double-sided 140-µm thick silicon detector,
BAMBINO, was mounted 3 cm downstream of the target
position, coaxial with the beam direction, and was used
for detection of the scattered beam and recoiling target
particles. The front face of BAMBINO is segmented into
32 sector strips, while the back face is composed of 24
annular strips. This detector covered a range of forward
laboratory angles between 20.1◦ and 49.4◦ . The A = 29
beam was dumped in a beam-stopper ∼ 1 m downstream
of the Coulomb-excitation target. Spectra from a cylindrical 80 % HPGe detector at this position only revealed
γ-decay lines belonging to the subsequent β − -decay products of 29 Na (T 21 = 44.9(12) ms): 29 Mg, 29 Al, and 29 Si.
III.

RESULTS

Although it is possible to kinematically distinguish
the projectile- and target-like particles through their energy as a function of the laboratory angle, in order
to maximise statistics from this low event-rate experiment, the coincidence γ-ray energy spectrum presented
in Fig. 2 was generated according to acceptance of either particle type impinging onto BAMBINO and thus
corresponds to acceptance of both particle types arriving
within the prompt-coincident event window. Inspection
of the particle-γ time difference spectrum shown in Fig. 3
showed that a wide prompt particle-γ coincidence window of ∼ 700 ns was required in order to ensure that
all low-energy 29 Na events were accounted for with full
efficiency.
Isobaric contamination of the incident beam is often
a prevalent issue and must be investigated thoroughly in
radioactive-beam experiments. The particle-energy spectrum shown in Fig. 4 corresponds to the total energy
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FIG. 3: Coincident timing spectra illustrating the time difference between γ and particle events. The upper panel illustrates the energy-gated time difference spectrum corresponding to 29 Na-like coincidence γ rays, with an energy between
Eγ = 66 − 78 keV ensuring complete collection of all Dopplershifted 72-keV γ rays over the maximum permissible range.
Similarly, the lower panel shows the energy-gated time difference spectrum corresponding to 110 Pd-like coincident events
with an energy gate from Eγ = 364 − 384 keV. The x-axis is
in channel numbers [Ch] with a time-calibration constant of
10/16 ns/Ch.

deposited in the two innermost rings of BAMBINO (covering an angular range from 20.1◦ to 23.4◦ ) and reveals
two sharp peaks centered around 45 MeV and 50 MeV
indicating a two-component beam mixture. With energy
loss considerations (both in the 110 Pd target as well as the
0.58-mg/cm2 thick 197 Au coating on the silicon strips)
particle-energy peaks at 45 MeV and 50 MeV were assigned to scattered particles corresponding to 29 Al and
29
Na, respectively. The 110 Pd-target recoils can be identified by the broad peak at low energy in the spectrum.
The A = 29 beam was by composition 72.0(8) % 29 Na
and 28.0(8) % 29 Al, determined from this energy spectrum and the calculated Rutherford cross sections integrated over the energy losses of the isobars in the target
and the total polar range subtended by the two annular
strips.
Excitation of both projectile and target was observed
in this experiment due to the electromagnetic interaction
between the colliding nuclei. Since the average projectiletarget surface distance was always greater than 5 fm at
the incident bombarding energy, any nuclear interference
is therefore considered negligible [26]. Under these conditions, only the lowest-lying excited state is expected to
be strongly populated in each nucleus, with excitations to
higher states significantly weaker, ∼ 1 % or less. Deter+
+
mination of the transition matrix element h 25 1 ||E2|| 32 gs i
for 29 Na was accomplished according to the relative γ-ray
yield between 110 Pd and 29 Na. Similar approaches have
been successfully adopted in other radioactive-ion beam

Coulomb-excitation experiments that have also used the
isotope separator online technique, e.g. see Ref. [16, 27–
+
29]. The integrated γ-ray yield for the 2+
1 → 0gs tran110
sition in
Pd was calculated directly using the multiple Coulomb-excitation code GOSIA [30] together with
known properties of 110 Pd. The calculation was performed based on known matrix elements for all significant couplings up to the second excited 4+ state in
110
Pd [31], then integrating over the energy loss of the
beam through the target and over the solid angle subtended by BAMBINO corresponding to acceptance of
both scattered-beam (20.1◦ − 49.4◦ ) and recoiling-target
(20.1◦ − 31.0◦ ) particles. Corrections for angular distribution effects and internal conversion processes were
also taken into account. The total observed number
of 110 Pd γ rays had two components due to incidentbeam isobaric contamination; these were derived according to excitations based on 29 Na/110 Pd and 29 Al/110 Pd
monopole/quadrupole interactions. The corrected num110
+
Pd was
ber of counts for this 2+
1 → 0gs transition in
29
110
90(9) for the Na/ Pd component, while the number
+
of counts recorded for the 5/2+
1 → 3/2gs transition in
29
Na was 56(7). An experimental Coulomb-excitation
+
29
cross section for the 5/2+
Na
1 → 3/2gs transition in
+
+
was then deduced relative to the known 21 → 0gs transi2
4
tion in 110 Pd (B(E2; 0+ → 2+
1 ) = 8446(441) e fm [31]).
29
The unknown Na reduced transition matrix element
+
+
h 25 1 ||E2|| 23 gs i could then be treated as a variable parameter in the GOSIA calculations, while the reduced
+
+
diagonal matrix element, h 32 gs ||E2|| 32 gs i = 0.121(4) eb,
was derived from a previous measurement of the groundstate quadrupole moment [17]. Effects from virtual excitation to higher-lying states in 29 Na were included but
+
found to have negligible impact on the 5/2+
1 → 3/2gs
yield. The yield was also found to be insensitive to
sign differences from higher-order couplings, in particu+
+
lar the sign of the diagonal element, h 25 1 ||E2|| 52 1 i, assumed to be |0.026(1)| eb in accordance with a rotational model calculation, only leading to a yield difference at the ∼ 0.1 % level depending on constructive or
destructive interference modes. Systematics imply that
+
the 5/2+
1 → 3/2gs transition proceeds largely via an M 1
+

+

decay mode. The estimated |h 25 1 ||M 1|| 32 gs i| value of
0.207 µN in 29 Na was based on previous lifetime measurements in 25 Na [32]. The calculated integrated γ-ray
+
yield for the 5/2+
1 → 3/2gs transition was found to be
almost entirely insensitive to the sign and magnitude of
the M 1 matrix element, while a small yield difference of
1.5 % resulted from the angular distribution correction.
+
+
An experimental value of |h 25 1 ||E2|| 32 gs i|
=
0.237(21) eb has been extracted for 29 Na in this
+
work, corresponding to a B(E2; 3/2+
gs → 5/21 ) =
2
4
140(25) e fm (17.7(32) W.u. for the corresponding
downward transition). These results are summarised
in Tab. I alongside the theoretical predictions based
on the large-scale shell-model calculations of Ref. [21].
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FIG. 4: Particle-energy spectrum corresponding to the total
energy deposited in the two innermost annular strips of the
BAMBINO silicon array. At high energy the 29 Al and 29 Na
ions can be clearly separated, while the 110 Pd ions recoil at
much lower energy. The positions of the different particle
types are labeled on the spectrum. A linear energy transformation has been applied to the all events registered in the
second ring to ensure the centroids corresponding to the different beam particles overlap upon summation.

The statistical uncertainty arising from the measured
peak areas, ∼ 16 %, dominates the quoted 1-σ error
on this measurement.
Other contributions include
uncertainties in the beam composition and target purity,
∼ 3 % and < 0.1% respectively, along with a ∼ 6 %
systematic uncertainty in the magnitudes (and signs)
of the matrix elements corresponding to couplings with
higher-lying states in 110 Pd (and 29 Na), in addition to
the ∼ 2 % uncertainty on the relative γ-ray efficiency
measurements; all of which are much less significant. As
+
a consistency check cross sections for the 5/2+
1 → 3/2gs
29
transition in Na were also deduced from γ-ray spectra
kinematically constrained to events in coincidence with:
(i) forward-scattered projectiles (29 Na or 29 Al); (ii)
forward-scattered recoils (110 Pd). Experimental cross
sections of 155(30) and 61(22) mb were attained for
projectile-constrained and recoil-constrained events,
respectively. These results are in good agreement with
the calculated yield assuming the average value of the
+
+
above reduced matrix element h 52 1 ||E2|| 32 gs i determined
in this measurement: 144 mb for projectile-constrained
and 65 mb for recoil-constrained events.

Na (c.f.
the result using the USD interaction with (ep , en ) = (1.3e, 0.5e): Igs = 5/2+ ;
+
+
|h 23 1 ||E2|| 25 gs i| = 0.211 eb). This result therefore
supports the theoretical conjecture allowing for neutron
excitations across the shell gap, resulting in neutrons
filling the next major pf shell before completion of the
N = 20 sd major shell, and a strongly-mixed state comprising a 30 ∼ 40 % admixture of 2p-2h configurations
in the wave function [33]. This scenario would imply
a narrow sd-pf neutron-shell gap of ∼ 3 MeV [21] for
29
Na in the ground state. The theoretical predictions
describing the low-lying level structure for 29 Na, including the wave-function parentages of the SDPF-M
prediction [33], are summarised in Fig. 5 and presented
in comparison to the experimentally observed level
scheme for this nucleus.
Since a successful description of the electromagnetic
+
29
properties of the 5/2+
Na assumes
1 and 3/2gs states in
a similar underlying single-particle configuration, it is relevant to discuss the rotational correlations of the significantly enhanced transition probability between these two
states. Within the framework of a rotational model calculation and assuming a prolate deformation, an intrinsic
quadrupole moment, Qt = 0.524(46) eb, is deduced from
the transition matrix element derived for 29 Na from this
measurement. This value is in good agreement with the
SDPF-M calculation, Qt = 0.513 eb [21]. Contrasting
behavior in the static and dynamic-nuclear properties of
29
Na, arising from differences in the underlying singleparticle configurations of the ground and excited states,
may explain the difference between the present measurement and that of an earlier experimental result using βNMR spectroscopy, Q0 = 0.430(15) eb [17]. This intrinsic quadrupole moment, derived from the ground-state
spectroscopic quadrupole moment, 0.086(3) eb, also compares well with the SDPF-M calculation, Q0 = 0.455 eb.
V.

SUMMARY

In the first in-beam γ-ray spectroscopy measurement
using TIGRESS at the recently commissioned ISAC-II facility at TRIUMF, sub-barrier Coulomb-excitation of a
radioactive beam of 29 Na ions has been successfully performed. From the measured γ-ray yields, the transition
probability to the first excited state in this nucleus has
been determined for the first time. The extracted result

+

IV.

DISCUSSION
+

+

This experimental result,
|h 52 1 ||E2|| 32 gs i|
=
0.237(21) eb, is consistent with the prediction of
the MCSM using the SDPF-M interaction [21],
+
+
|h 25 1 ||E2|| 23 gs i| = 0.232 eb, which also predicts
the correct ground-state spin I = 3/2+ [4] for

+

TABLE I: Experimental |h 25 1 ||E2|| 32 gs i| [eb] and
+
2
4
29
B(E2; 3/2+
Na deduced
gs → 5/21 ) [e fm ] values for
in this work in comparison with theoretical predictions based
on the shell-model calculations of Ref. [21].
+

+

|h 52 1 ||E2|| 32 gs i|
+
B(E2; 3/2+
gs → 5/21 )

EXPT
0.237(21)
140(25)

SDPF-M
0.232
135

USD
0.211
111

6

1/2+
9/2+
7/2+, 5/2+
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FIG. 5: Experimental energy levels for 29 Na shown in comparison to theoretical predictions using the SDPF-M and
USD interactions. The wave-function parentages, taken from
Ref. [33], refer to the SDPF-M predictions. The energy scale
on the right-hand side is shown in units of MeV.

shows strong evidence for sd-pf shell mixing in both the
ground and first-excited states in 29 Na, in good agreement with the SDPF-M prediction [21]. The inadequacy
of the USD description of the ground-state properties
of 29 Na had already been previously established from
the earlier static quadrupole moment measurement [17].
This work provides further evidence in support of this
scenario from a dynamic measurement of the transition
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